MCS Output Camera Solutions
Best Practices for Success

Purpose of an Output Camera System
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To verify mail completion (audit logs)
To check for double inserts
To verify the correct form, envelope and data
To verify that the address block is showing through a
window
To verify IMB code is visible through the window
To verify postage existence
To verify the existence of a return address
To archive pictures (jpg) of addresses that went through
the system
Duplicate record detection

Common Areas of Interest
Return Address

Meter Imprint
Envelope Code

E03

2D Barcode Sequence Number
linked to Form and Envelope codes
Address Block

F23

Intelligent Mail Barcode
Form Code

Verify Mail Completion

Many customers prefer a log that details pieces as they pass by the camera
system. Mail pieces usually have a barcode or OCR unique number in the window
of the envelope that the camera reads. The Output Camera System then logs
the piece id with a time and date stamp.
The system can either compare it to an existing database and check off pieces as
they pass through, or a simple log of just the unique number can be created.
The user combines this log with the original database to look for the pieces that
are missing at a later time. This is an easy way to create a reprint list.
Piece ID

Time

Date

Status

000001

8:03:07

04/24/10

Piece OK

000002

8:03:09

04/24/10

Piece Removed

000003

8:04:02

04/24/10

Piece OK

000004

8:04:05

04/24/10

Piece OK

Check for Double Inserts
Many companies use output camera systems as an electronic double feed
detect. Most inserters have mechanical double feed detects, but most
customers in the industry see them as unreliable.
The technique that most people use involves applying a sequential number in
the form of a 2D barcode, or OCR number on every piece. If the camera
detects a number out of sequence, the system stops, and checks for a double
feed inside the envelope.
Piece ID

Time

Date

Status

000001

8:03:07

04/24/10

Piece OK

000002

8:03:09

04/24/10

Piece OK

000004

8:03:11

04/24/10

Piece Stopped Out of Sequence

000006

8:04:05

04/24/10

Piece OK

Verify the Correct Form, Envelope and Data
Today, mail runs are getting smaller with a lot more versions. Many of the
forms and envelopes look very similar. Output camera systems can verify the
correct envelope, forms and digital content by assigning codes to all three
components and verify that they are correct by comparing them to a
database.
E03

For this application, a fixed code is
printed on the form and the
envelope, while the laser printer
prints a data matrix barcode on the
form at the time of imaging.
Database at Camera System
Record Number

Form

Envelope

000001

F23

E03

000002

F23

E03

F23

Verify the address block
Making sure that the address block is viewable through a window on
an envelope is a simple quality control check for the folding and
inserting process.
Address Existence
3 to 6 lines of data

Fail
456 32 6678 99765 *****5 Digit 12345
John Doe

F23

Verify IMB Code is Visible
Failing a Merlin acceptance is one of the greatest fears mailers
have. The simple quality control measure of reading the IMB,
through the window at the end of the inserter process, can
help avoid a very costly mistake.
IMB Existence
Sometimes the fold or
the inserter is off

456 32 6678 99765 *****5 Digit 12345
John Doe
Acme Inc.
1234 Main St
Anytown, US 12345-6789

F23

Verify Postage Existence
Postage can get really expensive very quickly if your meter is set up
incorrectly. A simple check for the existence of the meter image can avoid
costly meter rework.

Meter Imprint Existence

Verify a Return Address or Logo
This quality control check is usually reserved for return
addresses that go through a windowed envelope. It is usually
for checking that the fold is correct or, if it is a nested fold,
the correct piece of paper is on top.

Logo Existence

Archive Pictures of Addresses
Many customers request a picture of the address to be
archived for use later if needed.

Duplicate Record Detection
Let’s describe a typical Scenario: During the job being printed in the
laser department, the printer has a jam. The operator restarts the
job, but instead of going back 10 records, they go back 100 records.
The output camera system can detect pieces that have already gone
through the inserter.
Piece ID

Time

Date

Status

000001

8:03:07

04/24/10

Piece OK

000002

8:03:09

04/24/10

Piece OK

000003

8:03:11

04/24/10

Piece OK

000002

8:03:13

04/24/10

Piece Stopped Duplicate

What You Should Know
Most output camera systems are oversold, under used, and
many are pushed aside after a couple of months.
While most output camera systems can do all of the features
described, most customers don’t experience commercial
success. Why?

What you Need to Know to Succeed
1.
2.
3.
4.

Focus on your true needs
Don’t put all of the effort into the camera
What happens when there is a failure
Understand the procedures, policies and technical issues
before you purchase the system

Focus on your True Needs
While output camera systems can do a lot of different quality checks, don’t
think by adding more options, you are not going to pay a price. Complexity
decreases productivity, and creates quality control conflicts. If your
priority is to audit pieces as they go by successfully and the camera system is
falsely stopping; because it does not think it sees a return address, address
block and meter impression; the entire production suffers.
Many customers get stuck in this mind set and start making compromises to
regain production goals. Start with a simple goal and add options as you get
comfortable with the system.

Don’t put All of the Effort into the Camera
A successful camera solution is more than just the camera. It involves setting up policies,
procedures and training to ensure commercial success. Policies regarding the logic of the
camera system can get pretty complex very quickly. It is important that you understand the
results of these decisions.
For Example:
• What happens if a piece misreads a barcode?
 Does the system stop? Divert? Keep going?
• Where do misreads go?
 Where does the operator put them?
 Do they get reworked immediately?
• When does an operator call a mechanic?
• What is an operator trained to do?
 Can an operator change settings?

What Happens When there is a Failure?
Most of our customers buy output cameras because their customers ask them
to. What they don’t ask about is “What do I do when my customer has a
perceived failure?” How do you back up the perception that you have integrity
in the mail? Just saying that you have a camera system at the end of an
inserter is not enough.
A camera system is useless if it does not have a system of procedures,
training and QC checks behind it. Documenting these procedures, trainings
and QC checks, followed up with a very detailed log is important. You will
find it helpful when going into a client meeting to discuss a perceived failure
of a mailing.

Understand the Procedures, Policies and Technical Issues
Start the process by selecting a manager to own your company’s procedures, policies
and technical issues surrounding your output camera system. These items can be as
simple or as complex as you want, they just need to be defined and understood by your
team.
The manager is going to set the rules for all of the logic of your output camera services
(ie. audits, misreads, double feed detect, diverting). They must also be able to convey
this logic to sales people and customers so that expectations are correct.
For Example, many shops would say the following logic is acceptable:
•During a sequential check for double inserts, if the sequence is “1,2,3,misread, 5,6”
assume the misread is 4, and don’t stop or divert for the sake of productivity.
•These types of decisions should not be made on the shop floor, but most of the time
they are.

Understand the Procedures, Policies and Technical Issues
Once a manager defines the procedures, policies and technical issues, communicate the
relevant information to the set-up mechanic. The set-up mechanic should understand
what the output camera system is suppose to accomplish. Don’t under estimate this
issue. Most mechanics are conditioned to get mail through the inserters. Most mechanics
are conditioned to turn off a feature, just to make the job run smoother.
Once the mechanic sets up the job, define the expectations to the operator. The goal is
not to make the operator a camera expert, but they should know when to call a
mechanic and where to put pieces that get jammed. No camera system can stop an
operator from putting a jammed piece back on the conveyor incorrectly.

General Rules
1.

2.

3.

Set up a team to implement your company’s integrity output camera solution. Define
your procedures, policies and logic and communicate to all involved including your
sales people. Make it a value proposition.
Don’t stop, divert. Stopping a machine and asking an operator to fix problems as
they occur lowers the integrity of the system and kills productivity. Machines are
more reliable for quality control than humans. Design your rework to be done at the
end of a shift, or at the end of the job, which ever comes first.
Use your best operators for output camera jobs. A machine that is not running
smoothly will just cause more problems for the camera system.

Standard Configuration
Camera System with a Diverter on a Swing Arm Inserter
1. Misreads or piece failed a condition are
diverted
2. QC pieces are diverted

Turnover
Inserter

Camera Base
With Divert

Conveyor

Recommended Double Detect Configuration
1. Camera reads # 1, 2, 4, 5 ,6
2. System tracks 2 and 4
3. Diverter diverts 2 and 4 without stopping to
be checked for double inserts
Camera checking
sequential order

Inserter

Turnover

Base
With Divert

Conveyor

General Camera Rules
Cameras - The more pixels, the more expensive the camera. In general, the
bigger the image (length X width), the more pixels you need. A low resolution
camera of 640X480 pixels works great for OCR and 2D barcodes.

More pixels does not mean more Resolution for an application
A viewing area of 2 inches by 1.5 inches would give you a resolution of 320 by 320 pixels per inch on a
low resolution 640X480 camera.

A viewing area of 9 inches by 6.75 inches on a high resolution camera would give you a resolution of
227 by 227 pixels per inch on a high resolution 3 megapixel (2048X1536) camera
If both cameras had to read the same 2D barcode, the first camera would have a higher effective
resolution than the second camera.

General Camera Rules
If you start adding more than two areas of interest, you are
going to need more pixels. With more pixels, you are bringing
in more data. More data adds more complex processing. More
complex process means decreased productivity.

Why MCS?
MCS designs, manufactures, sells and supports the entire MicroVision Output
Camera Solution. Most other camera system vendors buy components off the
shelf, and have no control over versions and updates.
We manufacture the cameras, LED lighting, controllers and create (and own)
the software code. This allows us to support our customers for years after our
competitor has had to sell a new system in order to upgrade.
Our systems can be upgraded to matching and input camera systems in the
field, protecting your investment

Call MCS at
800-728-0154
www.mcspro.com

